
Rimo3™ and Liquidware™ for Modernized 
Application Lifecycle Management

The collaboration between Rimo3 and Liquidware, focusing specifically on the FlexApp One™ container format, 
represents a significant stride in the realm of application deployment and management. For enterprises 
supporting large Windows® applications estates, this joint solution combines Rimo3's robust application testing 
capabilities with the innovative FlexApp One technology from Liquidware, creating a synergistic solution tailored 
for modern IT needs. 

Through this joint offering, Rimo3 extends its automated application testing and migration prowess to 
encompass the Liquidware FlexApp One format – adding it alongside other industry leading app package 
formats like Microsoft® MSIX and App-V. This integration facilitates comprehensive testing across various 
environments, including Citrix®, VMware™, Windows 10, Windows 11, multi-session environments, Microsoft AVD 
(Azure Virtual Desktop), and Windows 365. Such extensive coverage ensures that applications are rigorously 
assessed for compatibility and performance, thereby reducing the risks associated with deployment.

Liquidware FlexApp™ 
delivers portable attached 
applications that eliminates 
modifying base image 
management for app 
delivery in any Windows 
enterprise. The optional 
FlexApp One format is a 
self-contained delivery 
method that enables 
apps to be deployed by 
any means necessary, 
including through Rimo3 
and Microsoft Intune.
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The scoring system employed by Rimo3 stands out as a crucial component, providing IT teams with quantifiable 
insights into an application’s readiness for deployment. This scoring system simplifies decision-making processes 
and bolsters confidence in the deployment of applications. Rimo3’s patented smoke test automation reduces 
countless hours of manual labor for IT, and helps enterprises maintain fully up to date Windows images across 
their physical and virtual infrastructure. The advanced API’s in Rimo3’s cloud platform easily integrates with ITIL 
workflows from leading vendors allowing enterprises to take the strongest advantage of their existing investments.

Further enhancing the solution is the capability to deploy FlexApp One containerized applications through 
Microsoft Intune. This feature emphasizes the solution's focus on streamlining the application lifecycle 
management process, offering an efficient and sophisticated approach to modernization.

The solution's effectiveness is visually represented through the interfaces of Rimo3 and the Microsoft Intune 
deployment page. These visuals, particularly focusing on the assignment group feature, underscore the 
user-friendly and practical nature of the solution.

Joint Benefits of Rimo3 and Liquidware FlexApp Integration:
• Enhanced ROI: The integration offers a significant return on investment by optimizing the 

application testing and deployment processes.
• Administrative Time Savings: IT administrators benefit from reduced time and effort in 

application testing and deployment.
• Rapid Production Turnaround: The solution enables faster transition of applications from 

development to production, benefiting organizational agility.
• Support for DevOps: Providing quick and reliable insights into application performance 

and compatibility, the solution is a valuable asset for DevOps teams.
• Superior Compatibility Success Rate: FlexApp One showcases a higher compatibility 

success rate in comparison to competitors, ensuring dependable application 
performance across various environments.

The Rimo3 and Liquidware FlexApp One integration delivers a comprehensive solution that enhances productivity, 
reduces costs, and optimizes application performance in complex IT landscapes. This partnership not only 
marks a technological breakthrough but also establishes new benchmarks in IT management and application 
deployment, addressing the critical needs of modern businesses and IT environments.

Liquidware is the leader in Digital Workspace Management solutions for 
Windows workspaces. The company’s products encompass all facets of 
management to ensure the ultimate user experience across all 
workspaces – physical, virtual, DaaS or cloud. Enterprises across the
globe utilize Liquidware solutions to dramatically decrease time spent 
managing workspaces, while delivering increased security, flexibility and 
scalability. Supported platforms include Microsoft physical, Microsoft 
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) and Office 365, Citrix, VMware, Amazon 
WorkSpaces, and Dizzion Frame.
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Named after one of the most remote & extreme mountain ranges in 
the world - with the concept of taking something extremely complex 
and making it easier - Rimo3 was founded in 2019 to help enterprises 
with the biggest challenges managing their Windows application estate. 
We help customers reduce time, cost, risk & complexity from their 
day-to-day operations to their most strategic IT transformation projects 
through automation.


